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My name is Leanne, I reside in . The proposed
extension to the Emergency Bill is unnecessary and serves no health,
economic or well-being benefit to our State.
A pandemic which should never have been declared has resulted in:
- false records of cases; hospitalisations and deaths FROM Covid 19
(refer to 2022 data from Australian Bureau of Statistics for evidence)
- significant numbers of adverse reactions (data within TGA likely to
represent only 10% of actual events) to the range of experimental
vaccines made available AND through fear mongering by Government
and media, thousands of citizens have accepted these vaccines
without informed consent. The unnecessary Emergency Bill allows
these inefficient and dangerous vaccines to continue to be promoted
within communities where denial of the injuries and deaths they are
causing creating a far greater issue for our health system and
Government management of such than Covid 19 ever has been.
- a devastating number of people of lost their jobs, their income, their
careers thanks to the introduction of directives issued by the CHO,
Premier and Health Minister as a method to coerce further vaccine
uptake by the population, when the claims to protect others from the
'virus' are unproven. There are suicides which have been attributed to
the loss of jobs and financial hardship resulting from people wishing to
retain their right to choose NOT to take an experimental drug. The
unnecessary Emergency Bill allows these unnecessary mandates to
continue to be implemented and destroy lives.
- families and friendships have been broken apart through what should
be a simple 'difference of opinion', however due to the fear mongering
and continued dialogue around the (evidently) false seriousness of this
virus.
I lost a job I loved, was loyal to, and was a person making a significant
difference to many people. I worked in disability. I managed a team of
staff. I had fun. I cared about the people I worked for. I was forced out
of my job (via dismissal) because I declined an experimental vaccine
and was unable to be present onsite - yet the  very people I cared for
did not have the same requirement. When is it about health when as
an unvaccinated paid employee I was unable to attend work, yet an
unvaccinated person with a disability could still be present in all the
same spaces? When the pandemic response decisions discriminated
in this way it was clearly further evident this was NOT a Health
Emergency response. There is no justification for mandates nor this
Emergency Bill.

, who is very unwell, suffers extreme mental health, and
whom I was his key mental health support has disowned me. We did
not get together at Christmas. He didn't respond to my contact for his
wedding anniversary. He didn't respond to my contact for his birthday.
His reasoning? "No vaccine; no me". How is the Emergency Bill
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helping him? Setting him up to spiral into further depression - possibly
to a point where I will never have the chance to reconcile with him. We
have been there before, close to him 'ending it all', luckily we were still
close then, I could support him. His 'ending it all' thanks to the
promoted segregation doesn't need to happen. Removing the
Emergency Bill will allow the reparation of relationships and community
(to some degree), however for many it is already too late. Don't make it
worse by prolonging this through an unnecessary extension.
The Emergency Powers Bill has demonstrated that its use is so far
from ethical or even practical, that by agreeing to extend it any further
would be a gross injustice to the people at large and a precursor to
further overreach from our manipulative Government authorities. 
I DO NOT Support the extension of this bill and want a complete STOP
put to this outrageous government overreach. I implore you to please
prevent this atrocity and ensure the people of Australia can focus on
rebuilding and moving beyond this traumatic pandemic period.
Stand for truth. Stand for the people.
With utmost sincerity,
Leanne Chippendale
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